
General Faculty Meeting Minutes 

April 24, 2013, 2PM 

In attendance from Faculty Council: T. Short, A. Kugler (Chair), K. Gygli (Secretary), S. Young 

(Vice Chair), S. McGinn, M. Kirschenbaum, A. Imam, B. D’Ambrosia, R. Day, D. Hahn, D. Taylor, 

M. Eng, W. Bockanic, M. Webinger, R. Grenci, C. Buchanan, M. Nichols 

I. Announcements 

a. CAS Meeting 3:30 Thursday, April 25 Dolan Audtorium 

b. POSSIBLE General Faculty Meeting 3:30 Friday, April 26  

c. Grievance Pool draw for replacements after meeting today.  You are welcome to stay 

and observe process. 

d. Discrimination Grievance Procedure timeline adjustment:  14 days instead of 10, as 

requested by the Board.  Two full weeks instead of two working day weeks.  This and 

the Medicare Supplemental Amendment will be on the Board meeting agenda for May. 

II. Elections—Still taking candidates until 12:15PM on April 25 (tomorrow).  Sheri Young was 

nominated for the Board of Review at this meeting.  

III. Compensation Committee Report—Marc Kirschenbaum, chair of the Compensation 

Committee, thanked his committee for their hard work this year.  He gave his report, which 

was also posted online.  He also asked faculty to consider running for the two open seats on 

the committee.  He gave the committee’s goals for 2013-14 and also how the committee 

met the goals they set for this past academic year, 2012-13.  Salaries at the assistant 

professor level have increased, along with some increases at the associate professor salary 

level.  There has also been some progress made in departmental salary averages, but more 

progress needs to be made at individual salary levels.  No progress made in raising the 

university’s retirement contribution to 10%.  There has been some progress toward giving 

significant pay increases upon being awarded tenure and promotion.    Improvements have 

been made toward creating more transparency in determining merit raises.  Goals next year 

include:  exploring gender disparities in salaries; examination of the coming bifurcation of 

benefits as new hires receive different benefits; potential increases in medical costs; work 

load considerations; setting a salary benchmark for library faculty; compensation goals for 

the next time frame; competitiveness in compensation for retention of faculty; and 

retirement contributions by the university.     

IV. Parental Leave Policy Proposal:  Sheila McGinn, Chair of the Gender and Diversity 

Committee, summarized the report, which is posted online.  The goal of the proposal is to 

make an official public policy in print, instead of a perception that there is an informal  

practice that is handled only on an individual basis and isn’t written down.  The more 

general family leave will be discussed by the committee next year; the current proposal is 

only on parental leave.  This proposal is not very different from the 2003 proposed policy 

which was rejected by then-University President Glynn.  One thing this proposal does 



differently is that it adds adoptive parents and guardians to the birth parents.  At this point 

in the report, Bob Kolesar (MT) reported that the proposal as written is in some conflict with 

the Faculty Handbook and that the Handbook Committee had not had sufficient time to 

discuss this proposal, since they first saw it April 15.  The Handbook Committee had asked 

for a postponement so that they would have time to further study it, and wants to postpone 

a vote until fall semester.  There was a motion made by Carrie Buchanan to approve the 

Parental Leave Proposal, which was seconded by Lauren Bowen.  Discussion ensued.  Mindy 

Peden asked if a vote could be held now, with the understanding that changes could be 

made in the fall to make it in line with the Handbook.  Brenda Wirkus pointed out that there 

might be an inequity in giving faculty parents who do not request a stoppage of the tenure 

clock an extension of the probationary period automatically.  Bob Kolesar said also that 

there are other problems with this proposal.  Roy Day also remarked that this proposal was 

never brought to the Rank, Tenure and Promotion Committee for review.  Since the 

Handbook is contractual, it is vey important that every new policy be in accordance with the 

Handbook.  While this is at heart a worthwhile policy, it might be rejected out of hand if sent 

up prematurely.  Action:  Carrie Buchanan made a friendly amendment to the proposal:  she 

moved that the proposal be approved pending consultation between the President, the 

Provost and the Handbook Committee to ensure that the new proposal was in accord with 

the Faculty Handbook.  This motion was seconded by Sheila McGinn.  The motion carried, 

with 90 votes for, none against and 6 abstentions.     

V. Core Curriculum Proposal:  Dean of CAS Jeanne Colleran and APTF member Gwen Compten-

Engle thanked members of the APTF and CAP committees, and everyone who came to open 

hearings on this proposal.  This proposal was the work of many people, not just Jeanne and 

Gwen.  The Dean added that in view of the increased competition between colleges and 

universities and the financial and enrollment challenges faced by John Carroll University, this 

new core was a way for JCU to distinguish itself from the rest and attract new students, 

along with its intrinsic value as a plan.  Highly-cited science papers are now created by 

teams, and the ability to work in learning communities, and the ability to integrate 

knowledge,  are needed in the 21st century.    Action:  John Spencer made a motion to send 

this proposal out for a vote and Sheila McGinn seconded.  Discussion ensued.  Another 

motion was made by Carl Spitznagel to separate the reduction of credit hours required to 

graduate from 128 to 120 on the ballot.  Marc Kirschenbaum seconded.  This motion failed, 

with 21 votes for, 60 votes against, and 3 abstentions.  Problems in scheduling can be 

solved, said the Dean, by freeing up 34 faculty with the elimination of First Year Seminar.  

We have the capacity of personnel, money, rooms to do this.  We will not have people doing 

this right away, but have four years before the first students are immersed in this core.  The 

art history faculty voiced their belief that the arts would suffer in this new core, and 

members of the sociology faculty expressed their satisfaction that they wouldn’t have to 

teach so many sections of SC 101 in the future.  It was further pointed out that the change 

of FYS to use learning communities and a more discipline-specific focus did not arguably 

lead to a better FYS.  A department chair worried that transfer students and students who 

failed to take one of the linked courses would be faced with fulfilling two requirements 



instead of one.  When the question was called, the motion to send the core proposal out to 

a faculty vote carried, with 66 votes for, 15 votes against and 4 abstentions.  It will be on the 

same ballot as the vote on the Parental Leave proposal. 

With no new business, the meeting was adjourned at 3:30PM.   

Minutes prepared by Karen Gygli, Faculty Council Secretary.  


